VIRTUAL WSEA 92 PRE.CONFERENCE AGENDA ITEM REVIEW

March 281h,2020

8:30 AM
Call to order
Moment of silence, Serenity Prayer
Reading of 12 Traditions Spanish and English
Reading of 12 Concepts Spanish and English
Motion to record video and audio, first and second, Diana M explained how the virtual
conference will go. Conference Host: Gary P Delegate Moderator. Participant Host lennifer W
Area 92 Digital Chair. Zoom Host Gina H DCM B and Technical Chair. Time Keeper: Diana M Area
Chair.

Morning Session:
GRAPEVINE COMMITTEE
ltem D, Consider revising the A,A' Preamble to use gender'neutral
Agenda Item: E &
pronouns, For example, 'Alcoholics Anonymous is a fellowship of people who share their
experience, strength, and hope with each othen," and, ltem E' Consider a request to change
the language of the first sentence of the A.A. Preamble as follows: ',Alcoholics Anonymous is a
fellowship of people who share..."
Group - No, would set a precedent.3 Groups - All no, of no great importance & too much
expense, GSR - Homegroup opposes - Not specific enough. Similar to the "God" word - perhaps a
pamphlet to be used by a Sponsor - both groups = no. older guy opposed to change without a
good reason. Most opposed.
Agenda ltem F: Consider a request to develop an AA Grapevine pamphlet on how the AA
Grapevine can be utilized to carry the A.A, messdge.
Tri-Cities Group opposes - could be accomplished in the Grapevine iself - Pamphlet unnecessary.
Everyone interviewed was opposed & there is already a pamphlet that addresses this. Not good
use of funds, won't increase or decrease anyone getting sober. A group in District 0B -- sees no
benefit in a redundant pamphlet,
Agenda Ht Consider a request for AA Grapevine, Inc, to establish an Instagram account in line
with the Twelve Traditions.
When asked, younger members did not believe lnstagram would be used..Croups Split. One yes
one no. Background describing photos/videos - seemed problematic. District 4 generally in
support of Instagram with some split in preference
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LITERATURE
Agenda Item K: "Consider if proposed agenda items for plain language, simplified language'
accessible translations and large print versions ofthe book Alcoholics Anonymous, as well as
workbooks to help study the program ofAlcoholics Anonymous, can be addressed with a
common solution'i
Group has Issues with understandability that should be solved by a sponsor. Better uses of our
funds to spread the message. Knows people who can not read BB on their own. It is not a
replacement but a supplement. The group opposed similar to Andrew's comments. Viewed as an

alternative to the AA Basic Text -- could cause confusion and conflict, Personal opinion: this
originated from an indigenous tribe who has a clearly expressed need. District 14 -- sees no
benefit in any changes to the BB. Spanish District feedback - 50-50 split.
Agenda Item L - lt "Consider requests to revise the book Alcoholics Anonymous: 7. Add pages
3 through 47 of the pamphlet "The A,A, Group" as an appendix in the next printing'i
Group believes this is a duplication of effort since the Pamphlet already exists, Substantial content
in the BB and this is a duplication of and existing Pamphlet. District 04 is split 50-50 - would open
the door to adding other good material to the BB. Cost?? District 06 is in favor - Pamphlets are
not frequently used. Confusion does exist on the mention of an 'Audit" of the first 164 pages.
Alternate conscience is based on the high value ofthe Pamphlet Concepts "missing" from the BB.
Changes to Bill and Bob's words are silly.
Agenda ltem M: "Consider proposals related to possible Fifih Edition of The book Alcoholics
Anonymous: 7, Develop a Fifth Edition,2, Develop a Fifth Edition ofthe book Alcoholics
Anonymous with updated stories and revisions to Appendices III and V 3, Add a proposed
addendum to a Fifth Edition foreword of the book Alcoholics Anonymous at the time it is

published'i
Drag our feet on this. 0nly Stories. Support this now as it takes 4 to 5 years to become
pubiishable.3 Groups concerned about L-2 - ok with new stories. Much of the world has changed
[particularly technologiesJ. The time seems appropriate. D itto to Nikki's comments but no
changes to the first 164 pages. District 4 Supports with the same caveats expressed previously.
District 26 ok with new stories, but leave the first 1-64 pages intact. The review team was in
agreement with developing the 5th edition.
Agenda ltem P: Consid er requests to revise the book Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions: 7.
To remove the phrase "opposite sex" from paragraph two on page 777 in the chapter "Step
Twelve," 2. To reconsider the use of the phrase "Iustful enough to rape" in paragraph one, on
page 66 in the chapter "Step Six,"
District 4 split 50-50. Strong support for revising both phrases - particularly those directly
affected by that behavior. Supports revisions and believes the language to be inappropriate in
today's culture. Discussions on sex are difficult, and this language makes it nearly impossible to
start a discussion. For the Women's group, these words are considered offensive. Recommended
changes are for the 12X12, not the BB. The past "Communications Audit" found some AA
language to be "exclusionary". Referenced the forward to the 12X|2 as containing a prohibition
to changes are not supported. The review team was evenly split.
Agenda Item R: Consider requests to revise text related to open meetings in the pamphlet
"The A.A. Group."
Leave as is and one review team was split.
Agenda ltem T-1: Consider revising the pamphlet "Questions & Answers on Sponsorship":
Change the suggestion that sponsor and newcomer be ofthe same sex.
Homegroup supports both changes. Unanimous support
Agenda Item T -2: Consider revising the pamphlet "Questions & Answers on Sponsorship":
Expand the section on "service sponsorship" and retitle the pamphlet to include service

sponsorship.
4 groups Unanimous Support, While a vital attribute, newcomers might be put-off by expanding
the Sponsorship Folder. Keep it simple - Start with recovery and wait on service until someone is

ready. Keep separate from normal sponsorship. Leave Service Sponsorship out. Leave it out until
someone has good sobriety.
Agenda ltem U: Should the preamble as written be added to the pamphlet
(P-19) "G,S.R.: Your Group's Link to A.A. as a Whole,"
District 4 offers unanimous support for this ltem.
BREAK
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CPC COMMITTEE

Agenda ltem B: Consider a request to create a pamphlet for mental health professionals.
District 13 unanimous yes. Many providers expressed the need, GSR in Dist. 3 - Full group agreed on a
great idea and an important mission.GSR - District 8 meeting- no by one vote. Med Prof "report"
viewing AA as competition. GSR - Dist. 4 fairly unanimous support - answering service at CO has
regular.DCM 20, personally believes it to be a good idea. Dist. 3 - all GSR but one support the pamphlet
?? Is there another pamphlet and what is the cost? GSR - Homegroup in Spokane was universal
support.GSR N. Spokane - Strong support for Med. Community + include Substance Abuse. Prefer a
"Sheet" to include in the PI Kit and have AA s with a program for reaching out. Does the Treatment kit have
anything? Has anyone looked into: "A Members Eye view of AA." written for UCLA Med. Center in the
'60s.
Agenda Item C: Discuss the progress report on Linkedln page implementation.
Tri-Cities Group opposes - could be accomplished in the Grapevine itself - Pamphlet unnecessary. Dist.
8 GSR - Fully Support reviewing progress. Not good use of funds, won't increase or decrease anyone
getting sober. Yes, Support - need more than 3 months of experience to make a sound judgement.GSR Dist.
3 - Did not have the usage stats and voted against. He thinks they would support now. Dist. 22 -lt's free, not
a risk to anonymity -- if it helps 1 person, it is worth it. Agree - we need a longer trial.District 3 had 5 groups
respond - unanimously in favor of continuing. Monitoring all onJine presence is prudent. Good Idea, it's
free, requires no effort, and provides access to professionals.

FINANCE COMMITTEE
Agenda Item A1-2: Review the pamphlet "self-Support; Where Money and Spirituality Mix,'7
Consider a request to revise the pie-chart percentages on page 72, 2. Consider a request
regarding contribution percentages to service entities.
District 26 -pie charts are suggestions only. District26 prefers to leave as is.GSRinDist.5 Cashmere Leave as is.GSR - District l2 Homegroup discussion on scaling contribution inversely to
size.GSR - Dist. 4Eachgroup is autonomous. Prefers the Pre- 1996 version.
Agenda Item A-3.. Review the pamphlet "self-Support: Where Money and Spirituality Mix.'
3. Consider draftlanguage related to the "virtual basket,"

timely topic. Homegroup very much in favor. Many groups already
doing this - our literature should keep pace with actual practice.
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19 realities make this a very

PI COMMITTEE
Agenda ltem H-1: Review the 2019 report on the "relevance and usefulness of video PSAs" H'2
Review the distribution and tracking information for the video PSA "Changes" H'3
Review a report regarding the new finqncial reporting system for PSA media valuations H'4
Review a progress report on the development of 2 PSAs,
Agenda Item:

H-l, H-2,H-3,H-4

District 26 - District26 and Groups seem to support PSA's as useful and should
Agenda Item: H-l ,H-2, H-3, H-5
DCM Strong support from Dist. 5 for continuing and good responses locally to PSA's
Agenda ltem: H-1, H-2,H-3,H-6
GSR - Cashmere Group Tracking on H-2 was very effective.
Agenda Item: H-l, H-2,H-3,H-7
Archives Chair- widely used in District 26 with a strong local response (clergy)
Agenda Item: H-l ,H-2, H-3, H-8
Confusion regarding Google Grants vs. PSA's distribution valuation. Separate
Agenda Item I: Discuss a request "to create a new form of communication" to address
anonymity on social media. Sat through a teleconference meeting recently where everyone's
anonymity seems broken, continue Definitely need some sort of guideline focused on this topic PI
Workbook and other literature should be sufficient. Alt. GSR Dist. 5 Skookum group, Unanimous
agreement that much needs to be done. Anonymity on Social rnedia needs to be addressed - out of control.
Changes to traditions. Sponsorship is needed on this topic...Dist. 14 - Does need attention - Spiritual
foundation. Dist 20. Read Forward to lst Edition & Tradition 10. Opposed to meetings on public media.
Question on changing Tradition 1 1. Newcomers don't know - need something - suggestions. Dist. 17
let's use a technical professional to do this. Many postings are not newcomers. We need to continue to talk
this up. Hard to Change T-l

l.

Agenda Item J: Consider a request to develop a plan to create a AA podcast
Match the method of communication to the audience (e.g Hispanic use a radio at lunch hour)Uncertain
of usage -- need to have a disclaimer that a Podcast is not an official AA view. Question regarding
subscription -- does newcomer need that to listen. Comment. Podcast apps are available to anyone,
selection. AA Grapevine online, available on-line like a podcast. Concerned about distributing materials,
ostensibly from AA, that is not approved by AA. Shares concern over content not sanctioned by A.A. This
will be prone to "Cookies" placement. Not prepared to give license to someone to broadcast their own
perspectives - as AA.

X TREATMENT AND ACCESSIBILITIES X
Agenda ltem B: Consider a requestto develop a "Bridging the Gap" @fG) Workbook
Frustration with all - need to widen all "Temporary Contacts" programs at GSO. GSR for a group that
believes this might be accomplished by updating the T/A Workbook. DCM, Dist. 14 committees
reviewed and believe the information is already available.GSR Dist. 8 - Past TA committee - believes a
combined BTG workbook is an excellent idea. Alt Del. - in discussions at the national corrections forum,
there is wide support of this Item. Alt Del. - in discussions at the national corrections forum, there is wide
support of this ltem.

XI TRUSTEES COMMITTEE
Agenda ltem E: Consider the revised "Procedures for a Partial or Complete Reorganization of
the General Service Board, the A.A.WS. or AA Grapevine Boards,"
Dist. 13 DCM - Entire District concurs we need a detailed and suitable plan. Concurs with Amy's
Comments: the last reorganization was in 1966

XII

ARCHIVES COMMITTEE
Agenda Item A: Consider requests to develop a book on A.A. history

from 7955 through the

present,
Dist. 26 - all archive materials are already available, this seemed a waste of time. Dist. 14 - At District's
last meeting, no one could identify a need to do this. The Steering Committee believed that even if a
need could be identified, it's a publishing task. Past Delegate - In 2006 Area92 submitted and reviewed by
GSC Literature Comm. - took no action. "AA Comes of Age" in 35th printing -- includes notations of
advances; This is redundant. GSR - Group is for doing this. GSR Cheney WA - personally likes the idea
of documenting our history. Embellish on Gene D."s comment - a GSO/GSC effort to duplicate Bill's
effort would be monumental.

XIII. INTL. CONV. &

REG. FORUMS COMMITTEE

Agenda Item A.: Discuss methods of closing the Big Meetings at the International Convention.
Personally, if it's not broken, don't fix it. Additional thought. Does this Agenda Item interfere with a
Meeting Chair's delegated duties?
Discussion and wrap up, "How did our first virnral assembly go? Everyone thought it went exceptionally
wel1".
Motion to adjourn with the responsibility statement.

